WELCOME TO THE
Outcomes Working Group
Working Meeting!
Marrakech, 30 May 2016

Frances Sinha, SPTF-OWG coordinator
Lucia Spaggiari, E-mfp consultant

Please tweet interesting content during our Annual Meeting
using the hashtag:
S'il vous plaît tweeter toutes informations intéressantes pendant
notre convention annuelle en utilisant le hashtag:

#SPTF2016
Follow us / Suivez-nous sur Twitter
@SPTaskForce

Background to today’s meeting
• TWO DRAFT GUIDELINES: for FSPs, for investors
• Recommended shortlist of key outcomes indicators
• Webinars – practical approaches, FSP experience

What we have been working on

Objectives today
• To review outstanding issues in the draft
guidelines, by sharing perspectives, examples,
questions; as input to improving the guidelines
• To reflect on own practice and next steps

Clear, relevant, practical, useful

Introductions:

Please stand up if you are …
& stay standing if measuring outcomes

Financial Service
providers

Researchers,
TA providers,
other support
agencies

Investors &
networks

Other

Please note on paper sheet
1. Your name, organisa5on
2 Ques5on(s) you have when thinking about
outcomes

Agenda
• Handout

Two draft guidelines
for
Financial Service Providers

For
Investors

Overview: Tables of Contents =
framework for today
Handout

On each topic, our questions to you:

•
•
•
•

Is it clear?
Does it make sense
What are we missing?
Do you have examples to share?

Our starting points: the words
• What are ‘outcomes’… HANDOUT page 4
• Why ‘outcomes’ – not ‘impact’…
• What do we understand by ‘outcomes
management’
• Why outcomes management…

Clarity of…
1

Meaning: Change – for clients, not ‘impact’, not
‘outputs’
Being transparent about what we are trying to measure

2 Approach: Management – not only measurement
Systems approach to data collection, reporting and use; not
stand-alone, links with other data, and decisions

Rationale – why do it?
FSPs?
Investors – asset managers?
Asset owners?

Rationale – why do it?
• Being accountable
• Being client-centred
Do end clients benefit from our services? And can we do better?

• Who is driving and why?
HANDOUT

Particular interest in
USE of outcomes findings
Remember – outcomes management
How have you used outcomes data/findings?
• FSPs?
• Investors?

Particular interest in
USE of outcomes findings
• Early days yet, but examples emerging
• Accountability; + (more difficult) action to improve
FSPs
! Assess overall performance
! Hold CEO accountable (once
expectations are clear)
! Adapt/add services (financial
product, training, health)
! Assess results of new service
! Report back to local stakeholders,
and clients
! Improve data collection and
reporting

Investors/networks
" Demonstrate results/social value
from investment
" Avoid unintended negative outcomes
" Develop a constructive feedback loop
with investees - encourage action
decisions by FSPs
" Establish KPIs (future as data trends
emerge)
" Demonstrate utility of the process to
investees

Strategic steps – the decision points:
FSPs
Handout page 5

1

Do the steps makes sense? Are all important?
Any more important than the others?

2 At each step: who is involved, and who plays
the key role? - please discuss at your tables

Investors getting social outcome data
7 decision steps
Objec&ve
1) Coverage
2) Indicators’
comparability

Full portfolio

Hybrid

Case by case

High

Mixed

Different

From scratch

Incremental

Marginal

High

Medium

Low

New data

Hybrid

Existing MIS

Investor + FSP

Consultant + FSP

FSP

Investor

Hybrid

FSP

Implementa&on
3) Approach
4) Method robustness
5) Data source
Resources
6) HR
7) Budget

Investor case studies snapshot
Oikocredit Triple Jump
Debt
Debt
Inclusive
Inclusive
Asia
LAC

BBVAMF
Equity
Inclusive
LAC

Sarona
Equity
Impact
Global

1) Coverage
2) Indicators’
comparability
3) Approach
4) Method
robustness
5) Data source
6) HR

Cost

7) Budget

Relevance

Root Capital
Debt
Impact
LAC, SSA

Acumen
Equity
Impact
Global

Bamboo
Equity
Inclusive
LAC

Gap analysis
HANDOUT
• What are the weaknesses – at different levels?
Asset owner

Fund Manager

• Who can make the difference?

FSP

Principles of outcomes management
LEAN
CREDIBLE - some investment
END2END - SYSTEMS
OPEN TO LEARN

Theory of Change
• A comprehensive description of how a desired change is
expected to happen
" Basis for thinking through programme strategy
o What are we aiming for
o What will lead to what, and how
o What are the assumptions – and risks

" Helps identify indicators directly connected to what we are doing
" Reminds us to keep track of use of services, and retention:
short-term/longer term changes

Theory of Change
• Anthos example

Financial inclusion: ANTHOS EXPECTATIONS –Theory of Change, WIP
Long term – sectoral
SHORT TERM OUTCOMES:
outcomes
Previously unbanked and under• Economic development
banked people use the ﬁnancial
• Income equality
services
• Systemic change in ﬁnancial
OUTPUTS
A range of high-quality, services sector
aﬀordable and convenient
ﬁnancial services
Key Assumptions:
A range of services is needed, to
enable low income people to
smooth/change their
consumption patterns, to
manage risk, and to make
investments.
Fund’s focus on wide range of
ﬁnancial services, not
microcredit only, and on the
aﬀordability of and easy access
to such services (through
technologies) could have a
positive impact on the
economic situation of
households at the BoP.

STRATEGIES:
• Companies serve both
excluded and
underserved clients
• Fund will invest risk
capital in innovative
companies to
accelerate
development of new
ﬁnancial products,
technologies and
channels.

Key Risks
• Vulnerable populations:
o Client exploitation
o Over-indebtedness
• Technology related
risks, such as network
downtimes, complex
interfaces, non
transparent terms and
fees, fraud, inadequate
data privacy
• Environmental risks:
such as e-waste.

PROBLEM/NEED: Financial exclusion – total/partial; Market inefficiencies
OPPORTUNITY: Demographic shifts, economic growth and technological innovation

KPIs
Access:
• # Financial
products /
service access
points BY:
• i. Mobile devices
• ii. POS terminals
• iii. Agents
Quality:
• New ﬁnancial
services and
products
Usage:
• # end-user
clients
• # lives aﬀected
• # countries
• # ﬁnancial
transactions
• Gross
transaction
volume (USD)
• # Loans
disbursed
• % PAR30
Subsidiarity:
• # of full time
employees
# Solidarity: fund
expects to have
access to income
data of
customers for a
few portfolio
companies

Outcomes themes
THEMES

IDENTIFIED

– MISSION

GENOME

Income poverty
Resilience
Business development
Health
Women’s empowerment
Education
Food security
Agriculture development
Social capital

#

STUDIES

303
81
67
61
53
50
48
26
20
OWG selected themes - Handout

Outcomes indicators
Sub working groups, looked at three themes:
1. Business - including employment (Bobbi Gray)
2. Economic poverty, assets, housing (Bridget Dougherty)
3. Resilience & Vulnerability (Anton Simanowitz)

No limit to indicators in use – can we
streamline?
1. Draw on the experience to date
2. Apply clear criteria to recommend a core number
3. Not prescriptive – but a guide to consider, test

Outcomes indicators: Process
Developed
Criteria

Webinar/
Sharing

Feedback
period

Consultations
& Literature
Review

Development
of sub-set

Review core
list – at SPTF

Overall listing
of Indicators

Application of
Criteria to
Indicators

Finalise –
APPLY, TEST

Criteria to select
• HANDOUT

Recommended indicators
HANDOUTS
(more details on the website – short-term/long-term, and
adapting to local context)
• Note – context indicators important for eventual analysis
E.g. Rural/Urban, Women/Men, Age category, Business category..
Access to other financial services

Select one theme to review
Small groups:
Sub-themes

1.
2.
3.
4.

Indicator

[Framing the
question]

Notes

Do you agree with the list?
Do you have suggestions from your experience?
Shorten further?
Try out?

Tool options
1 Institutional
Management Data
2 Additional Research
- Quantitative survey
- Qualitative - stories
3 Mixed Methods

Utilizing existing operations and
transactions data
Tailored methodology to answer specific
research questions
Leveraging existing and new data to
inform a more comprehensive view of
client outcomes

Approaches - HANDOUT

Examples of approaches
FSP & External

optimising skills &
resources

Examples

FSP routine data - managed
and reported externally
(investor/network)

[BBVAMF
Triple Jump,
Oikocredit]

FSP routine data &/or
research dept (Surveys, qual) with external advisory

Opp Intl/
Komida
[Equitas]

FSP routine data - with
external managed research

WWB

Opportunity International –
KOMIDA Case Example

METRICS FOR MEASURING
SOCIAL OUTCOMES

VEENA YAMINI ANNADANAM
ANKURAM S OC IA L VE NT URES

May 2016
SPTF Annual Meeting | Marrakesh, Morocco

Context
• Koperasi Mitra
Dhuafa (KOMIDA),
which was started
in 2004 as an
NGO, is one of the
largest
microfinance
companies in
Indonesia
• Transformed into a
Cooperative in
2009 so as to
increase the
outreach of
microfinance to
more poor clients

Mission:
To reach the low-income and financially excluded
women by providing them with quality financial and non
financial services to achieve better outcomes for client
households in income, health and education.

Progress as on 30th April 2016
No. of branches

126

No. of members

293,000

Total outstanding IDR 359 billion
Areas operated
in Indonesia

•
•
•
•
•
•

Aceh
Java
Kalimantan
Sulawesi
Nusa Tenggara Barat and
Nusa Tenggara Timur

Status of Data Management - then
•

Engaged by Opportunity International in February 2015 to support KOMIDA
with implementing SPM

•

KOMIDA’s status of SPM implementation when we started:
$ Some outreach data was being captured. No outcomes data or
process data
$ There was web based MIS in place, and only PPI was being entered
in the MIS
$ PPI analysis was being done with the help of Grameen Foundation
$ Reporting – only on PPI to the management, board and to the social
investors. The SPM report was more of a narrative of activities being
done
$ Usage – again PPI data was looked into for decisions regarding
products – for eg: sanitation loan was introduced after observing that
several clients did not have toilets at homes

During assessment, Board, management and staff
mentioned the lack of evidence of the positive outcomes
being seen in the clients’ lives.
35

Process Adopted
Review
Vision &
Mission
List
activities /
action plan

Define
Social
Goals

KOMIDA
Breakdown
into
SMART
Objectives

Set targets

Define
Indicators

Current Situation
• KOMDIA has started data collection on outcome
indicators
• Made changes in the MIS for data entry and has
started to enter the data in the MIS
• We started to do the analysis – first cut preliminary
results for PPI are there, for other social indicators,
we have now the baseline for all the outcome
indicators
• There is verification / quality of data checks done –
but there is much to be done to make this robust
• We are yet to produce the SPM reports on outcomes
baseline with the management and Board

What are the Outcome Indicators selected?
1. % of clients who report an
increase in the household
incomes after joining KOMIDA
2. % of clients who report an
increase in the business assets
3. % increase in the average
savings balance with KOMIDA
and use of savings (saving
types with KOMIDA)
4. % of clients who moved to the
next level of poverty line
5. % of clients who report an
increased ability to pay for key
household and life cycle
expenditure
6. % of clients who have access
to a toilet (own or community
shared)

7. % of clients who have access to their own
drinking water
8. % of clients who report increase in
awareness on health
9. % of clients who report having experienced
a serious medical condition / illness in the last
6 months within their household
10. Of those with a serious medical condition,
% of clients that reported having access to a
qualified health practitioner or health facility
for treatment for this illness / condition
11. % of children in school age (6-18) who
are attending school regularly
12. % of girl children in school age (6-18)
who are attending school regularly
13. Of clients with children (6-18 years), %
whose children have the possibility of going
to college or university

Tools we used
• Social indicator short listing tool
• Indicator mapping tool / Sources of data
• Data management plan
--For data collection (only outcome indicators):
• Modified the housing index sheet
• PPI and other social indicators included along with the
PPI questions

Data Management Plan
Social Indicators

1A.2 Data collection (Proposed) for Client
Level Data
Data
Proposed Data
collection type
collection tool /
(Census/
form
sample)

43. % of clients who
have access to their PPI Form
own drinking water

Census

Post-test
after the
44. % of clients who
health
report increase in
Sample
training
awareness on health
conducted by
Yamida
45. % of clients who
report having
experienced a
serious medical
PPI Form
Census
condition / illness in
the last 6 months
within their
household
46. Of those with a
serious medical
condition, % of
clients that reported
having access to a CHI / PPI
Census
qualified health
Form?
practitioner or health
facility for treatment
for this illness /
condition

Data
collection
frequency
(e.g.
continous,
monthly,
anually)

1A.3 Data
verification
and audit

1A.4 Data 1A.5 Manage/
storage
analyse data

Individual(s)
Individual(s)
responsible Data verification Where is data responsible for
stored?
for collecting (How, by whom)
managing/
data
analysing data

1A.6 Reporting data

Reporting
audience

Reporting Reporting
method/ frequency/
document
date

Continuous Loan officers Internal audit

MIS

SPM
champion

Management

SPM
Quarterly
Dashboard

After the
health
training

Excel with
Yamida

Yamida

Management

SPM
Annual
Dashboard

Continuous Loan officers Internal audit

MIS

SPM
champion

Management

SPM
Annual
Dashboard

Continuous Loan officers Internal audit

MIS

SPM
champion

Management

SPM
Annual
Dashboard

Yamida

Internal audit

What are important factors?
• Management buy-in, investor support
• Supportive and experienced staff responsible for
rolling out data collection
• Making an incremental change is better (1 to n
rather than 0 to 1) so as to not make the outcomes
tracking an uphill task
• Alignment with existing tools, investor metrics &
definitions – helps in reporting to investors as well
as helpful in internal decision making
• Management Information Systems (MIS). If there is
internal capacity, it helps in accelerating the
process

What are the challenges?
• The temptation to select a large list of
indicators – everything seems important!
• Target setting and benchmarking,
especially when there is no baseline data
• Coordination with several departments –
as indicators flow across
• Limited skills within the team to do the
analysis themselves
• Reporting to the Board and management
– who and how

WWB Case Example
May 2016
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Research
What are the effects of this
financial service on women’s lives?

Pre/Post Survey: Nigeria
Research Question:
What are the effects of savings products on women’s lives?
Type of Data
Collection:
• limited
administration data
(transactions and
behavior)
• Pre and Post
Surveys of existing
clients (household,
consumption
patterns)

Role of FSP

Challenges

• Client knowledge
• Supply administrative
data
• Interpretation and
integration of results

•
•

Typical survey
challenges
Response rate from
Pre to Post survey

Role Women’s
World Banking
• Work with firm to
administer survey
(scale)
• Survey development
and analysis
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Mixed Methodology: Jordan
Research Question:
What are the effects of insurance products on women’s lives?
Type of Data
Collection:
• Deep
administration data
(transactions and
behavior)
• Focus Groups and
interviews of
existing clients
(health-related
outcomes)

Role of FSP
•
•
•
•

Client knowledge
Supply data
Recruitment
Interpretation of
results and integration
of learnings

Challenges
•

Post ante research:
imperfect indicators.

Role Women’s
World Banking
• Data analysis
• Conducting qualitative
Focus Groups and
Interviews, analysis

46

Randomized Control Trial: Nigeria
Research Question:
What does it take for Digital Financial Services to work for women?

Type of Data
Collection:
• Deep
administration data
(transactions and
mobile data)
• Quantitative survey
• Focus Groups and
interviews of
existing clients
(banking behavior)
• User Testing
• Lab experiments
(behavioral
economics)

Role of FSP

Challenges

• Supply administrative
data and analysis
• Client/product
knowledge
• Randomization as
research continues
• Integrate learnings

•
•
•

Role Women’s
World Banking
•
•
•
•

Data analysis
Quant survey
Qualitative work
Lab testing

•
•

Complexity
Scale
Randomization of
research
Speed of experiments
Implementation of
findings quickly to
effect change
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Evaluation Model: Internal or External?
Internal Evaluators
Cost & resources
Knowledge

External Evaluators

Depends on frequency and depth of evaluation
Firsthand knowledge of
organization (policies,
procedures, management,
clients, context and content)

May take more time to acquire
knowledge level; but may be
less biased

Specialist skills

Valuable internal expertise
or skills and knowledge

Selected for evaluation
experience and expertise

Objectivity

Lower perceived objectivity

Higher perceived objectivity

Internal accountability

External accountability

Potential divided loyalty
benefiting the organization

Can raise issues uncomfortable
for internal reviewers

Understand environment
and prepare findings,
internal integration

Can work closely with
stakeholders to achieve this
results

Accountability
Ethics
Utilization of
results
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Qualitative – stories of clients
• Getting behind the statistics and numbers
• Less PR – more credibility/analysis:
▫ Sampling – not just the success stories
▫ Questions – not just a magic wand of financial services

HANDOUT

Outcomes analysis
• Outcomes needs clear concise reporting and careful
analysis:
▫ How to manage quite complex data?

• Reporting should be transparent:
▫ Census - what are the actual numbers of clients (exit/
attrition issues)
▫ Sample – margin of error?

HANDOUT - examples

Uses of outcomes findings
• Analysis of overall performance – targets (that are
realistic, managing expectations!)
• NEED - disaggregated analysis for actionable insights
“Averages mask the differences: some clients go up, some
stay the same, some go down. The last two are as many as
the first lot. Who are the different clients? We want to go
deeper .. to understand better what is happening or not, to
see what are the insights FSPs can act upon to improve
results”
Rodrigo a Pelaez, BBVAMF

WRAP UP – key takeaways

WRAP UP – key takeaways
• Are we addressing the main issues?
• What was the key takeaway for you?
• Was there a topic on which you changed your
mind?

We will be sharing the draft guidelines reports for direct
feedback by:
- mid June (investors),
- end June (FSP)
francessinha@edarural.com
lucia.spaggiari@microfinanzarating.com

